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A company has developed a technology that allows accurate tracking of customers in shopping centres, 

based on the signals produced by the customers’ mobile telephones. The surveillance mechanism functions 

by monitoring the signals produced by the mobile telephones and then locating each phone by measuring 

the phone’s distance from three receivers that are attached to concave dishes. The dishes measure 30cm 

square and are placed on walls around the shopping centre. 

While telecommunication networks have long been able to gauge the rough location of a handset using 

three phone masts, the margin error can be up to 2km. The process is also less efficient when the phone is 

indoors. With the new technology, a phone can be located to within 2 metres. Even when the owner is not 

using it, a phone makes contact with the network every couple of minutes, which is sufficient for the 

receivers to get a reading on its position. 

The company claims that the technology can reveal when people enter a shopping centre, what stores they 

visit, how long they remain there, and what route they take as they shop. Such surveillance, claims the 

company, can be very useful both for shopping mall managers and for customers. Managers of a shopping 

mall could, for example, find out that a very large number of people were still in the mall at 8pm, helping to 

make a case to keep shops open for longer, or that most customers who visited one particular shop also 

went to another particular shop – a fact which could be useful for marketing purposes. Moreover, in the 

case of one shopping centre in England where this technology is being tried out, managers have been able 

to discover that an unusually high percentage of visitors are German (as the receivers can tell in which 

country each phone is registered). This has led to the centre management translating the instructions in the 

car park from English to German. 

The company behind the technology claims that “the technology cannot access personal details about a 

person’s identity or contacts … The technology does not identify the owner of the phone but rather the 

phone’s IMEI code (International Mobile Equipment Identity) – a unique number given to every device so 

that the network can recognise it. Only the phone network can match a handset’s IMEI number to the 

personal details of a customer. There’s nothing personal in the data.” 

In light of the above, please answer the following questions: 

(i) What implications does the surveillance scheme have for privacy and related interests? 

(ii) Is the scheme as described above lawful in relation to the requirements of Directives 95/46/EC and 

2002/58/EC? 

(iii) How could the scheme be made lawful in relation to such requirements? 

(iv) What other legal instruments may play a role in determining the legality of the scheme? 

 


